
X Mute Switch 

A button is included to allow the user to mute the call-
tone and prevent disturbances from nuisance calls. A
red LED indicates the telephone is muted. Clear
permanent instructions are provided on the cover.

L Door Status 

An additional green LED labeled ‘door open’ is
provided to indicate when the main entrance is open.
A N/O door contact is required. 

T Mute Timer

Allows the resident to turn the call-tone off for a pre-
determined period. The time period can be set at
installation to 16 time options up to 8 hours.

C Call Timer 

A single push of the call button at the front door panel
will produce a timed Call Tone. This time period is
adjustable, typically 2 to 10 seconds.

H Door Indicator

The telephone has two LED’s labeled DOOR1 and
DOOR2  which are illuminated accordingly when called
from a panel on a two door system. This allows the
tenant to identify the calling door.

Desk

Any of the 500 Series telephones can be supplied for
desk-top use. The telephone is manufactured with a
steel mounting plate and rubber feet. A pre-wired
telephone lead is included with a wall-mounting socket.

e.g. To order a desk mounted 500PA telephone, use
the code 500PA-DESK.

Model LS47 Apartment Station

This wall-mounting unit is ideal for residents who
cannot use a telephone such as the elderly or
arthritic sufferers. It has two large push-button
pads; one for ‘press to talk’ and one for operating
the lock release. Since the unit can only be powered
from 12 V DC an additional power supply may be
required when connecting to an existing AC
powered door entry system.

Dimensions:  H = 95mm, W = 202mm, D = 30mm

Model LSD47 Apartment Station 

This unit offers the same functions as the model
LS47 but is adapted for desk-top mounting.

Dimensions:  H = 95mm, W = 202mm, D = 58mm

500 Series Door Entry Telephone

The 500 range of telephones complement our systems 
and incorporate the extra facilities requested by local
authority and public housing.

The telephones are manufactured from high impact white
ABS plastic. The white handset cord is coiled with a
heavy-duty sleeve and has a plug in connector at the
telephone base. No wires or parts are connected to the
removable cover so that when it is removed there is no
risk of damage. With its wide handset the model 500
telephones are suitable for the elderly.

Dimensions:  H = 212mm, W = 93mm, D = 55mm

Available models
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500 500

500 500
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500 500 500 500

500 500 500 500
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A Operation on AC powered systems 

D Operation on DC powered systems 

P Privacy of Speech

Any conversation between the visitor and the resident
on the called telephone is totally private. This feature
is highly recommended on systems that have in excess
of 20 stations.
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